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POC Empowerment Week concludes with Cultural Expressions
Wenshu Wang
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

People of Color (POC)
Empowerment Week started
Sunday, Feb. 17, and ended last
Saturday, Feb. 23. To celebrate
Black History Month and POC
themselves, many events and activities were held during this week.
POC Empowerment Week has
been an annual event at Lawrence
for the past several years. It allows
POC on campus to unify themselves
and to elevate their voices. This is
also a celebration of Black History
Month, which began as a means for
commemorating important people
and events in the history of the
African diaspora.
The kick-off dinner on Feb.
17 was a celebratory dinner that
introduced the speakers to come.
The movie “The Hate U Give” was
showed in the Warch Campus
Center Cinema. It was based on the
2017 novel of the same name by
Angie Thomas that focuses on the
racist problem of police brutality.
On Feb. 19, there was an openmic event in Sankofa House. A spoken-word poet and activist from
Philadelphia was invited on the
following day.
South Los Angeles-based
Latin band Sin Color came to LU
for a special performance. “Crisia

The Cultural Expressions show is traditionally the end of People of Color Empowerment Week and was held in Mead-Witter this year.
Photo by Caroline Garrow.

Regalado, lead singer of the band
Sin Color (Without Color), mixes
their sound of bossa nova, cumbia
and disco through indie pop, which
sparks a shimmering movement
and dance experience for their
audience,” according to the band’s
Facebook page. They transform
traditional styles of music into pop

soundscapes.
Brienne Colston and Jaz
Astwood, two Lawrence alumnae
with New York City-based Brown
Girl Recovery, facilitated a conversation on community accountability on Feb. 22.
Brown Girl Recovery is an
organization in the Bronx that

“aims to create avenues of support and community for black
and brown folks through innovative and social justice-based programming, workshops and events,”
according to its website.
The ending event last Saturday
was Cultural Expressions. It was to
celebrate the end of Black History

Month. This showcase expressed
all black identities by way of dance,
poetry, song and more. The main
goal of this event according to the
organizers was to “acknowledge
the accomplishments of POC and
to come together as a community
to uplift each other and to have
a good time.” Sophomore Awa
Badiane, president of Lawrence’s
Black Student Union (BSU), said
the Excellence Ball was added this
year to provide a more significant
launch to Empowerment Week.
Krystin Williams, the current president of All Is One:
Empowering Young Women of
Color (AIO) was the main organizer
of the POC Empowerment Week.
AIO aims to help bring attention
and awareness to young women
of color at LU. Their purpose is
“to promote the love, togetherness
and support women should have
for each other,” according to its
website.
Diversity and Intercultural
Center, Black Student Union (BSU),
Lawrence Asian Diaspora Alliance
(LADA) and Alianza helped to host
all the events.
Admission for all of the student-organized events was free. All
of the events were open to the
public.

Rep. Gallagher joins LU faculty Wind Ensemble concert
on climate change panel
Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Allegra Taylor
News Editor

_____________________________________
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On Friday, Feb. 22, US
Representative Mike Gallagher of
Wisconsin’s Eighth District visited
Lawrence University for a panel
and Q&A on climate change hosted
by Assistant Professor of Biology
Israel Del Toro.
Students and faculty filled
the Cinema on Friday afternoon
to hear Gallagher and a panel of
Lawrence University professors
speak. The panel was made up of
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Deanna Donohoue, Associate
Professor of History Monica Rico,
Stephen Edward Scarff Professor of
International Affairs and Associate
Professor of Government Jason
Brozek and The John R. Kimberly
Distinguished Professor of the
American Economic System and
Associate Professor of Economics
David Gerard.
The discussion proceeded
with introductions from each of
the panel’s four faculty panelists.
Donohoue began with a slideshow titled “Carbon Dioxide in Our
Atmosphere in Six Minutes or Less.”
Donohoue explained that there is
an energy balance in our atmosphere and the energy that flows in
should be equal to the energy that

flows out. “We are out of balance,
and that’s where the source of climate change is,” Donohoue said.
When the carbon dioxide levels are
too high, heat gets trapped in the
atmosphere, which causes global
warming.
Donohoue explained how scientists can use carbon isotopes to
determine the source of the carbon emissions, and the isotopic
analysis proves that the emissions
are mostly coming from human
activity.
Rico was the next to speak,
and began by talking about Fred
Kaftan, who was a member of the
Wisconsin State Senate from 1949
to 1953 and pioneered many of
Wisconsin’s anti-water pollution efforts. Rico said that Kaftan
was once hailed as the “unsung
hero of water pollution” by the
Janesville Gazette. Kaftan is less
known for his conservation efforts
than Aldo Leopold and Gaylord
Nelson because he had to deal with
the hard reality of passing laws.
Rico pointed out that environmental protection used to be an issue
that was supported by both major
political parties but has recently
become less universally supported.
After the short history of
Kaftan’s work, Rico posed the
question: What happened to bipar-
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tisanship cooperation?
Gallagher responded to this
by lamenting that the executive
branch has become too powerful,
and much of the action accomplished in government is done
through executive order. Gallagher
said that executive orders “are
effective in the short term if you
happen to agree with whoever’s in
the White House,” but they are ineffective for long-term change.
Brozek followed this with a
brief introduction to the efforts
taken to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions at the Paris Climate
Conference in 2015. Brozek
explained that the US is not doing
enough to meet the goals agreed
upon at the conference, especially
since the 2016 presidential election, and that the goal is a very low
one in the first place.
“What do we do between now
and 2025 to meet even that low
threshold we’ve set for ourselves?”
Brozek asked.
Gallagher responded to this
by saying that he is skeptical of a
carbon fee and dividend system to
tax fossil fuels, because he doesn’t
want higher prices passed on to
consumers and he does not trust
the government to make good on

See page 2

The Lawrence University
Wind Ensemble performed their
only concert for Winter Term
on Sunday, Feb. 24 at 3 p.m. in
the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
The theme of the concert was
“Perspectives” and included works
ranging from Mozart to a 2017
piece on the topic of school shootings.
The first half of the concert
consisted of “Serenade No. 10 in
B-flat (‘Gran Partita’)” by Mozart.
This selection included faculty
members along with students in
a small chamber music setting.
Associate Professors of Music Nora
Lewis ’99 on oboe and David Bell
on clarinet, Instructor of Music Carl
Rath ’75 on bassoon and Assistant
Professor of Music Ann Ellsworth
on horn played alongside members
of the Lawrence University Wind
Ensemble.
In addition to faculty members and current students, alumnus Emmet Jackson ’18 on double
bass also performed in the first half
of the concert in the Mozart piece.
Following the “Gran Partita,” a brief
intermission was held.
Following
intermission,
Assistant Professor of Music
Matthew Arau ’97 began to conduct
the group. Arau was a guest conductor for this concert, for typically
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Associate Dean of the Conservatory
and Professor of Music Andrew
Mast conducts the Wind Ensemble.
Mast did conduct the first and the
final two pieces.
Arau, conductor of the
Lawrence Symphonic Band, guest
conducted for this concert cycle
due to the logistical struggles of
Mast conducting for the opera as
well. Arau selected and conducted two pieces, “Fanfare Ritmico”
by Jennifer Higdon and “The Eyes
of the World are Upon You” by
Jennifer Jolley.
Jolley was inspired to create
“The Eyes of the World are Upon
You” after reading an article about
guns being allowed on Texas campuses. The bill allowing students
and faculty members to carry concealed handguns into university
buildings was put into effect on the
50th anniversary of the University
of Texas (UT) Tower Shootings.
This shooting at UT Austin
was America’s first campus mass
shooting. It took place on Monday,
Aug. 1, 1966, and 17 people were
killed during the killing spree. As
noted in the Perspectives program,
Jolley wrote “The Eyes of the World
are Upon You” with the intent that
“This piece is a celebration of life:
to those who died that day, but also
to those survived.”
Senior Liam McDonald and

See page 2
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Rep. Gallagher
continued from page 1

its word to return the money to the
American people.
Gallagher proposed his own
solution to combat climate change:
to eliminate subsidies in the tax
codes for fossil fuels. He also said
that the US needs to work towards
developing its energy-related technology, such as solar batteries and
microreactors.
Gerard was the final panelist
to present, starting out by comparing carbon emissions to a system of
stocks and flows. Gerard explained
that even if the world were to cut
carbon emissions to nothing, we
would still have a problem with
all of the carbon dioxide that has
already been produced.

Wind Ensemble
continued from page 1

fifth-year Emma Reading spoke
prior to the performance of “The
Eyes of the World are Upon You,”
describing the emotional process that went into rehearsals.
Preparing this sensitive piece
opened up discussions about
modern violence as well as the
process of grief. Arau encouraged
circle rehearsals, in which students would sit in a large circle

The solution, according to
Gerard, is to tax carbon so that
people use less energy and battery,
wind and solar technology become
more attractive. “You wanna get rid
of something, get rid of it directly,”
Gerard said.
In response to Gallagher’s previous comments about subsidies,
Gerard also added, “I’m really skeptical Congress has the will to really
eliminate some of the subsidies
that would be essential.”
Following this, the audience
was allowed to ask questions of the
panelists, interspersed with questions that had been asked online
and were read by Del Toro. One of
the questions directed at Gallagher
asked what he thinks can be done
to increase Congress’ sense of
urgency in dealing with climate
change.

Gallagher used himself as an
example on how to do this, describing how concerned citizens came
to him and convinced him of the
science of climate change and
the need to combat it. Gallagher
expressed his belief that genuinely
engaging with elected officials is
one of the best ways to make political change.
One audience member posed
a commonly-heard question to the
panel: there is already a lot of carbon out there, does adding more
even matter? Donohoue answered
with an emphatic yes, reiterating
her original point that adding more
carbon prevents more infrared
radiation from escaping the atmosphere. She also pointed out that
even reducing our carbon output a
small amount gives us more time to
find a solution.

not necessarily in their respective
sections. These circle rehearsals
encouraged discussions as well as
different emotions and potential
portrayals of the piece.
Following “The Eyes of the
World are Upon You,” the ensemble
played “The Spheres” by Ola Gjeilo,
which was performed without a
conductor, forcing the musicians
to be much more attentive to each
other’s movements. This lack of a
conductor also created an environment of collaboration, which modeled a typical classroom discussion,
during rehearsals. The concert

concluded with “Dionysiaques” by
Florent Schmitt.
Mast referred to the concert cycle as a project and a
great endeavor of collaborations
amongst students, faculty and conductors. Although the theme of
perspectives was chosen retroactively, the pieces and the ways they
were all performed fell neatly into
this idea. Following the concert,
audience members were encouraged to share their perspectives or
responses to any of the pieces on
post-it notes that were provided in
the programs.

World

News

Compiled by Rikke Sponheim
Algeria
Since Friday, Feb. 22, tens of thousands of people across Algeria have taken to the streets to protest
President Abdelaziz Bouteflika running for a fifth term of presidency. These have been the largest street
demonstrations in over a decade in Algeria. President Bouteflika has been in power for 20 years and his
health has been ailing since suffering a stroke in 2013, and he has rarely been seen in public since then.
More student protests took place Tuesday, Feb. 26. Protests are rarely tolerated by authorities in Algeria,
especially in Algiers, the capital, where protesting has been banned since 2001. More than 40 people have
been arrested and tear gas has been used on protesters. Algerian state journalists have reported being
prevented from covering Bouteflika’s opposition which is weak and divided. Several trade unions, parties
and business organizations have stated that they are backing Bouteflika, so it is unlikely that any other
candidate could win against Bouteflika.
(The Guardian)
Brazil
A young humpback whale was found dead on Friday, Feb. 22, in a remote swamp in the Amazon River on
Marajó Island, Brazil. This time of year, humpback whales should have migrated to the Antarctic, so it is
unusual to see one so far north this time of year. A group of biologists should have a postmortem report
by Mar. 8, which will tell why the whale died. For now, they suspect it was either hit by a boat or caught
in a net. Others suggest that it probably died due to separation from its mother and also possibly due to
consuming too much plastic.
(The Guardian)
United Kingdom
On Tuesday, Feb. 26, the government of the United Kingdom published a summary of what consequences
there would be if there is not an agreement met about leaving the European Union (EU) by the deadline.
The main consequences would be increased food prices and extra customs checks. Jun. 1 is the final
deadline for deciding on what to do about Brexit, because any later would mean that the United Kingdom
would have to take part in European elections. It is estimated that the economy of the United Kingdom
could be nine percent weaker over the next 15 years if a deal for leaving the European Union is not
agreed upon, with Northern Ireland being hit especially hard. Another problem concerning leaving the
European Union is that only six of the 40 necessary international trade deals have been signed. Many citizens have not started to prepare for the event of there being no deal, with no noticeable change in passport applications and international driving permits.
(The Guardian)
India
Tension between India and Pakistan has increased due to India claiming to have launched an air strike
against militants in Pakistan on Tuesday, Feb. 26. The target of the strikes, according to the Indian government, was a militant training camp located in Pakistan. According to Pakistan, the Indian jets were
successfully pushed back without any Pakistani casualties. Another reason for increased tension is the
suicide attack that killed 40 Indian troops which occurred on Feb. 14. Responsibility for the attack was
claimed by a militant group that India says Pakistan allows to operate in their territory, however Pakistan
denies India’s accusations. This another incident in a long history of tension between Pakistan and
India, mostly over control of the region of Kashmir. Many civilians in both Pakistan and India-controlled
Kashmir are preparing for attacks to escalate between Pakistan and India and the possibility of war.
(BBC)

Photo Feature:
Pelmeni Feed
Photo by Allegra Taylor.

On Sunday, Feb. 24, The Lawrence University Russian
and Eastern European (LUREE) club held its termly
Pelmeni Feed in International House. Club members
and volunteers met earlier in the day to prepare a
variety of traditional dumplings from Russia and
countries of eastern Europe. Pelmeni are Siberian
dumplings filled with beef, pork and onions. The
event was open to all campus members and crowds
of students arrived to share in the large quantity of
dumplings. Once the food had been served, LUREE
president, junior Zach Fithian, said a few brief words
about the cultural significance of the various types of
dumplings. In addition to the dumplings, LUREE supplied different kinds of candy from Russia for attendees to try. Students interested in getting involved in
LUREE can email Fithian at zachary.t.fithian@lawrence.edu.

Upcoming meal plan
changes
Allegra Taylor
News Editor

______________________________________

Beginning in the 2019-20
school year, Lawrence University
will implement a new meal plan
system. These changes will be the
first time in the past ten years that
the university has made changes
to the meal plan options offered to
students.
In Fall Term, Director of the
Warch Campus Center Greg Griffin
held listening sessions in which
students were invited to give
input on the upcoming changes.
The results of these sessions and
other factors lead to the upcoming
changes.
The biggest of the changes will
be the transition from block meal
plans to weekly meal plans, meaning that students will select their
meal plans based on how many
meals a week they want to eat in
Andrew Commons (and the corresponding number of swipes).
For the current meal plan system, students can choose between
four meal plans: 150 swipes per
term (15 per week/2.14 per
day) with $38 culinary cash per
term, 110 swipes per term (11
per week/1.57 per day) with $240
culinary cash per term, 70 swipes
per term (7 per week/one per day)
with $500 culinary cash and the all
culinary cash plan of $1199.
The meal plans offered under
the new system will be: 19 swipes
per week (190 per term/three per
day) with $100 culinary cash per
term, 14 swipes per week (140
per term/ two per day) with $225

culinary cash per term, 9 swipes
per week (90 per term/1.28 per
day) with $400 in culinary cash
per term and the all-culinary cash
plan will still be available but with
$1175 in culinary cash.
The new plan is significant in
that it allows students who choose
the first option to eat all three
meals in the Commons, whereas
students on the current plan can
only eat two meals in the Commons
each day. It also allots significantly
more culinary cash to students
who choose the first plan than on
the current plan.
According to a statement
from Griffin, the changes come in
response to student demands for
more robust meal plan offerings.
The change to a weekly plan
system will also mean that swipes
will not roll over from week to
week, meaning that the meals for
one week must all be used that
week and will not be able to be
used the following week. Culinary
cash will roll over as usual but
must be used by the end of each
term.
Reportedly, Bon Appétit
Management Company is planning major renovations to Kaplan’s
Grill and Café, including expansion of the kitchen and eating
space. Changes will also be made
to Andrew Commons in order to
make space for a new food station.
These renovations are scheduled to
begin this summer and are planned
to be completed within the next
two years. The upcoming meal plan
changes will go towards funding
these renovations.
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MuchLove,LittleLady
By Celeste Reyes

Fly on the Wall
“Closed for Construction”
By Tia Colbert

The Idiot’s Idioms
By Claire Zimmerman

In a surprise and sudden
announcement, The New London
Government announced a citywide closure. The official report
talks of construction and beautification. It mentions new wildlife
areas, improvements to the city’s
parks and a revamp of certain tube
lines. They also state that, due to
the closure, they will also be closing their borders.
That is correct; after the borders are closed, New London will
not be allowing people in or out.
All tourists that are currently in
the city have been given a fortnight
to complete their holidays before
they are required to leave for the
impending construction. Home
countries have been reassured that
their constituents will be returned

to them as per the U.N. agreement
of 2735.
The citizens of New London,
however, do not seem to be bothered. This is only speculation,
of course. Intercommunication
between New London residents
and the rest of the world have
already been suspended in preparation for the closure. As per the
New London Regulations, mobile
phone towers will be deactivated,
wireless services will be suspended and there will be a mandatory
curfew.
Though we cannot reach New
London residents for comment, the
international community has been
more than vocal on their views of
the matter.
In fact, many of those in the

international community have
expressed immense concern over
the actions of New London. This is
not the first time the actions of the
city have been brought under scrutiny by the international community. When the Republic announced
in 2550 its plans to reopen the city,
they were met with fierce opposition, one of the biggest being the
U.N., citing the dangers of the disturbed land. The project continued,
of course, and the city has been on
thin ice since.
It does not help that the
city’s officials are constantly being
accused of negligence and downright abuse of the law.
The city’s closure, as of yet,
has no end date.

Horoscopes
The Signs as People I Used To Talk To
When I Lived In Washington

Vegetable Day
By Allie

By Simone Levy
Aries (March 21 - April 19) - Kate Lovsted—you’re so much more of a California girl than a Mercer Island girl.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) - Dara Peterson—you and Kate used to be inseparable! Hang out with an Aries from time to time.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) - Ali/Cece Rosenman—true-life twins doing the
absolute most.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) - Kristina Hall—stop forwarding email chains.
Leo (July 23 - August 22) - Faye Patton—you have a calling for philanthropy.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22) - Caroline Hamilton—pure and fun. Wears
Obermeyer when she skis.
Libra (September 23 - October 22) - Natasha Goffman—I miss that smile!
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) - Nicole Huber—remember when we
made wooden boats in class and we named ours after each other? So cute.
Let’s do more cute stuff.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) - Olivia Oberdorf—stop teasing me
about my frizzy hair. Also let’s go skiing together again.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) - Megan O’Kane—always beautiful.
Forever beautiful.
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18) - Katie Kepler—it’s okay to be emo.
Pisces (February 19 - March 20) - Rachel Orehek—I always knew you’d be in
a sorority. Before I even knew what a sorority was.
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Fencing travels to Ohio State for Midwest fencing conference
Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend, the
men’s and women’s fencing
teams traveled to Columbus,
Ohio, where Ohio State
University hosted the conference matches Saturday and
Sunday.
. I interviewed head fencing
coach Michael Hall and asked
how he thought the performance as a group varied from
Saturday to Sunday. Coach Hall
answered, “There were different events depending on which
day. The event on Saturday was
an individual event. Most of my
team did really well individually. They began the day well, but
then when they hit the top two
or three schools, which were
Ohio State and Northwestern,
they struggled, which is common. But it seemed to me that
overall their spirit and mental
fortitude seemed to be a lot
stronger at first on Saturday
compared to Sunday. On
Sunday, the team event took
place. The team overall seemed
to struggle more on this day.
I think a lot of that had to do
with the fatigue of the two-day
event, but also because team
events can be more stressful
than the individual ones. This
is because there is more pressure. For example, they may
feel like they are letting their
team down if they lose. Also,
yelling and cheering happens
a lot more during a team event
than it does in an individual
event, and that can be upsetting and create some dysfunction among individuals, especially the freshmen who are not
used to it. However, the overall
results on Sunday were good
for us.” It makes sense why the
team overall would do better
the first day with “fresher legs,”
as Hall commented on.
I also asked what Hall
believes is key to having a successful match and what the
hardest thing to maintain is. He
said, “I think it is always mental.
Certainly, for some people it’s
the physical aspect, but I think
if you are strong mentally and
emotionally, you can overcome
physical weaknesses, like when
you’re tired or have an injury.
However, anything physical can
become an impediment or a
blockade for your performance.
The mental and emotional
game is key to success.”
I asked him: Are you happy
with the team’s performance
and who do you think did really
well and what did they accomplish? Coach Hall responded,
“Everybody on my team had
a great performance. We’re a
very small program. There are
even some clubs out there like
Michigan and Michigan State
who have a much larger number of fencers. It always helps
when you have more teammates
because that means there are
more people that can help you
improve, but considering how
small our numbers are, I am
very proud of our performance.
There are certain individu-

als who really stepped up this
weekend, like [senior] Arianna
Calderon who is the women’s
team captain. She started fencing for the first time four years
ago. She worked so hard over
the past four years and she has
improved not only as a player, but as a teammate. She is
now a team captain and she’s
shown and developed a tremendous amount of leadership.
This past year she struggled
in her conference events earlier in the season, but this year
she really turned that around
and her individual events were
very strong. She led her team to
a very high placement, which
I haven’t seen in a long time.
She had some personal victories where she beat people
she hadn’t beaten before. She
won her first reclamation bout
ever—that’s a 15-touch bout as
opposed to a 5-touch bout. So
she had some great personal
successes this past weekend. I
am very proud of the effort they
have put in.” It’s enlightening to
see how much growth and passion the team and coach possess, and that is why both the
men and women fencers are
becoming even more successful
every year.
Finally, I asked Hall what
is something that he thinks
the group as a whole did well
at conference. He said, “They
are very supportive of each
other. That’s been a growing
theme with my team over the
last couple years. It’s easy as
a fencer, being that fencing is
an individual sport, to wander
off on your own and be sad or
happy about it. It’s a different
thing to be able to stay right
there with the rest of your team
and cheer them on and provide support when necessary
and even provide some coaching. I am a solo coach, and at
team events there’s maybe four
or five team events happening at the same time. Because
I am not always able to be at
every bout, the team has really
stepped up by providing coaching advice, and emotional support when there’s a bad bout,
so I am really happy with the
way they have developed along
those lines. Of course, they have
improved as fencers as well, but
the growth as a cohesive team
unit has been what I am most
proud of and that really showed
this weekend.”
In talking with senior captain of the women’s team Ariana
Calderon-Zalvala, I asked why
she chooses to use the foil as
her weapon as opposed to épée
or sabre. She said, “The pacing
in foil is very distinct. In épée,
there is a lot of patience and
pacing back and forth, since
the entire body is a target. In
sabre, it is very fast-paced since
any part of the blade (not just
the tip) can contact your upper
body. In foil, however, it seems
like an equal balance for me.
I can be patient in setting up
an attack, since the tip of the
blade needs to make the contact, and still be a pretty aggressive fencer.”

Regarding the differences of a conference competition, Calderon-Zalvala said,
“Conference is different in that
there is an individual event.
For every other tournament we
travel to, it is a team event. We
compete as a women’s team and
a men’s team in our foil, sabre
and épée squads. This is to say
that the Lawrence women’s
foil squad will compete with
the Northwestern women’s foil
squad. Once that is finished, we
fence the next school and the
next school. In the individual
event, you are alone fencing in
‘pools.’ ‘Pools’ are where you
are assigned to fence anywhere
from five to seven other people
in your gender and squad. You
fence each person for up to five
touches. At the end, they look
at how well each fencer did,
and we are assigned a seed.
This is where direct eliminations (DE’s) happen. You fence
your assigned fencer for up to
15 touches or finish once three
separate three-minute periods
are over. If you lose, you are
done for the day. If you win, you
keep fencing until you lose. On
Sunday, we have our normal
team event, except you fence
until the first school makes it
to five wins. This is different
from normal events because
everyone keeps fencing until
you fence everyone representing that school. It is also different because at Conference,
we aren’t allowed a one-minute time-out to help coach our
teammates against whoever
they are fencing.”
In regards to how the conference match went, CalderonZalvala said, “Saturday went
pretty well! It was my first time
beating someone in DE and it
was awesome. I beat this girl
who was seeding higher than
me, 15-4. After that, I fenced
the girl who was placed third in
the tournament and lost 15-1.
Even though I lost, I kept up
with my initial seeding by the
end of the tournament which,
for me, is a lot. I made it to the
top 32 which is a big accomplishment considering how
many people were there and
how this is only my fourth year
fencing. On Sunday, my squad
did very well. We placed seventh in the tournament behind
Ohio State, Northwestern and
Michigan University. Our épée
squads did great! Both the men
and women seeded third at the
beginning of the tournament,
which is fantastic! Especially
since they are squads made up
of mostly freshmen and sophomores in addition to our shining
juniors. By the end of the tournament, our men’s épée squad
won third in the tournament
behind Ohio State and Wayne
State. For women’s épée, junior
Carson Becker placed 22 out
of 56 and sophomore Maggie
Wright placed 25 out of 56.
For men’s epee, junior Jakub
Nowak placed ninth out of 61
fencers, sophomore Vinzenz
Mayer placed 12th out of 61,
sophomore Cameron Maas
placed 25th out of 61 and fresh-

man Noah Bradley placed 17th
out of 61. For foil, freshman
Sammi Hansen placed 17th out
of 45 and sophomore Bea Gee
placed 21st out of 45 despite
having an injury this entire season. In men’s foil, senior Nathan
Schlesinger placed sixth in the
individual event. Overall, men’s
foil placed fifth at conference!
In sabre, junior Allison Kim
placed 10th out of 46 and freshman Lexi Praxl placed 15th out
of 46. Despite having an incomplete squad, our women’s sabre
placed fifth in conference.”
Now that is a big accomplishment, especially when considering how small Lawrence’s
team is compared to other
schools and all the benefits
that athletics in other schools
may get because they are going
to Division 1 schools. Despite
this accomplishment, there
are always going to be setbacks or difficulties, so I asked
Calderon-Zalvala what was
challenging about conference
and what she struggled with.
She said, “Having to compete
against fencers on the Canadian
national team or schools with
seven to ten people on their
squads. There are schools like
Ohio State or Northwestern
University who attract Olympic
fencers—fencers on the national teams of several countries.
It’s a lot to go up against,
especially when you want to
fence your best and represent
Lawrence proudly. Personally,
I know a few other fencers and
I struggled with performance
anxiety. It is very real and scary,
especially with how fast-paced
the environment is and how
much is happening around you.
People are cheering, people are
screaming, people are yelling
advice to you, your opponent
is trying to ambush you, etc.
It is a lot to process when you
only have three minutes to win.
What makes it worse is the
individual event. We only have
one coach and your teammates
are fencing in their own pools
at the same time as you, so you
are virtually alone, and it can be
very unsettling at times, especially if you lose against a person you thought you could beat
or if it was a very close bout.”
Considering how she has
been playing for four years now
at Lawrence, I asked CalderonZalvala how her other experiences at conference compared
to this one, and how her struggles changed over time. She
said, “Personally, I fenced better at conference than I ever
have in previous years or even
this season. Since I started
fencing my freshman year at
Lawrence, I have been pretty
behind skill-wise. My teammates have been fencing for
nine-plus years and, when we
compete, we go up against
other very talented fencers. In
previous years, I always felt as
though I didn’t contribute to
my team’s success. It is thanks
to my teammates this year and
last that I have become a better
fencer. Thanks to them, I have
been able to use more skills

and can comprehend more
fencing concepts. The years on
the team and the experience
I gained at tournaments have
also given me a better sense of
how to manage competitions.
More importantly, I think the
big difference between this
conference and previous years,
besides more experience, is my
role as a team captain. As women’s team captain, I have had to
give lots of pep talks to fencers
who felt as though they didn’t
fence well or who felt like they
let people down. This is obviously not the case, and we are
proud and lucky to have them
on our team. I think all these
heart-to-heart conversations
that help bolster team support
helped me relieve some of the
burden I have felt in the past.
I found myself taking my bouts
more lightly and being more
confident than previous years
because I know that no matter the placings we get or how
many times I lose or win, my
teammates are there for me and
they believe in me.”
I asked Calderon-Zalvala
how she got into fencing, why
she started and why she still
plays it today at Lawrence.
She said, “I have to give credit to Beth De Stasio for this
one. When I was a freshman
she asked what my typical day
would look like. She looked
it over and asked where my
wellness activity was. Coming
from north Georgia, wellness
is not something we talk about.
Funnily enough, the activities
fair was going on. I walked over
to Warch and ran into the fencing team. I had never heard of
fencing before and my friend
thought it would be fun to do
it together. I did the beginner’s
lessons and, after finishing
them, the captain of the team
asked if I would be interested
in joining. I said yes, and the
rest is history. Since I started as
a beginner my freshman year
of college, many people ask
why I keep doing it. I also say
the love and support from my
teammates, who I now consider
family, has kept me from leaving the team.” Since Ariana is
a senior and is leaving soon, I
asked her to reflect upon her
time here at Lawrence and
asked what her favorite fencing memory has been. She said,
“Wow, there are just so many.
From having Secret Santa to
birthday parties, there are so
many memories to choose
from. I would have to say when
we won third place overall as a
team at Conference. After a long
day of team events, we had the
awards ceremony. The guy with
the microphone kept announcing Ohio State University or
Northwestern University winning first place and second
place. Then they announced
the overall team awards. The
guy said, ‘And this year, earning
third place overall as a team...
the University of...’ and so we
all tuned out. Out of nowhere
we hear, ‘The University of...
My bad, Lawrence University!’

See page 6
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Indoor track and field take on conference championships
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

For a track and field athlete, nothing can compare to
the conference championships.
Everything in the season leads
up to a two-day meet that is full
of nerves, pressure, long bus
rides, hotel rooms, adventures
with your teammates and, of
course, the actual competition.
This past weekend, my teammates and I made the long trip
down to Monmouth, Ill. for this
year’s indoor track and field
conference championships.
The competition kicked off
Friday, Feb. 22, with the sprint
medley relay and the 5,000meter run. In the sprint medley
relay, the team of sophomore
Nora Robinson, junior Mikaela
Hintz, sophomore Emily Hoeft
and freshman Claire Schrier
took sixth. Then, Lawrence
turned in some strong performances in both the women’s
and the men’s 5000-meter
run. I finished seventh while
my fellow senior Josh Janusiak
won the event for the third
year in a row. Lawrence closed
out Friday’s competition with
an eighth-place finish for the
men’s 4-by-200-meter relay
team of freshmen Sheldon
Garmon, Cameron Wicks and
Julian Garcia, as well as sophomore Ethan Simmons.
Things really got rolling
for the Vikings on Saturday.

The day kicked off with some
strong performances in the
field events as freshman Kealey
Cate was seventh in the pole
vault and senior Tobin Carlson
was eighth in the weight throw,
throwing 13.30 meters.
Then it was time for the
distance medley relay. This
event is one of my personal
favorites to watch because it
features four distinct legs with
four vastly different speeds. The
race is a total of 4000-meters
broken into a 1200-meter leg,
a 400-meter leg, an 800-meter
leg and a 1600-meter leg.
Lawrence also had put together
some strong teams that were
looking to get onto the podium in the event. The women
were up first. After getting in a
good position and maintaining
it throughout the middle legs,
freshman Leah Hawksford took
the baton. With 400 meters
to go she made her move and
sealed a third-place finish and
All-Conference honors for the
team of junior Christina Sedall,
sophomore Alyssa Kuss, freshman Natalie LaMonto and
Hawksford. The men’s race was
just as exciting as the women’s. During the 400-meter leg,
a Grinnell runner fell right in
front of Simmons, forcing him
to leap over the other runner
to finish his part of the race and
hand off the baton. Lawrence’s
team was anchored by sophomore Cullen Allard. He took

over in good position, but not in
the top three. However, Allard
was decisive and quickly put
the Vikings into the mix for AllConference honors. Then, just
like Hawksford, Allard made his
move and led Lawrence’s team
of himself, Janusiak, Simmons
and freshman Billy Daniels to a
third-place finish.
“My favorite part of
Conference was definitely the
Distance Medley Relay (DMR),”
said Janusiak. “I usually don’t
do relays, so it was an awesome
reminder of how inspiring it
can be to run for a relay team
instead of just as an individual. The DMR is cool because
it spans the whole range of
sprints to distance. It was also
really exciting that both the
women’s and the men’s teams
got All-Conference honors!”
Lawrence continued to
feed off this energy and excitement for the rest of the meet.
In the 3000-meter run, sophomore Alex Chand took fourth on
the women’s side. On the men’s
side, Janusiak competed in his
second event of the day and
third of the competition and
took home third for his third
All-Conference honor of the
meet. Then, in the final event of
the competition, the women’s
4-by-400-meter relay team of
Hoeft, Kuss, LaMonto and Hintz
finished seventh.
Overall, Janusiak said, “I
think the meet went really well.

The second day was so full of
positive energy and everyone
was really supportive of each
other, and I think that’s what
led to all of the outstanding
performances on day two. I
think our whole team had a lot
of fun and we bonded a lot.”
Beyond the runners who placed
well, personal and season bests
were present up and down the
Lawrence roster. Personally,
there is nothing better than
the atmosphere of conference.
Everyone is so excited to compete, and your teammates are
out there supporting you every
step of the way. Nothing beats
the feeling of working hard all
season through winter weather
to finally break through and
meet your goals at conference.
I know I personally will savor
the feeling and the memories
of my 5000-meter run for years
to come.
Yet this meet does not
mark the end of the track season. It simply means it is time
to shift our focus to the outdoor
season. While a fair amount of
the events remain the same, the
outdoor season features some
new things like the 10,000meter run, the steeplechase,
the javelin, the hammer and the
dreaded 400-meter hurdles. “I
am so excited to race the 10K
in Outdoor Track and to watch
my teammates run it. That’s
my favorite distance in college,”
said Janusiak.

LU tennis splits the weekend
Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This
past
weekend,
Lawrence University’s men’s
tennis team travelled to Green
Bay, Wis. to compete against
the University of Dubuque and
the University of Wisconsin–
Eau Claire. The weekend was
split evenly between the two
teams for the Vikings, as they
played very well and tried their
hardest to come out on top of
their competitors. They were
able to overcome Dubuque 9-0,
but fell to UW–Eau Claire 9-0.
The team had an easier ride
against Dubuque than they did
against UW–Eau Claire, but they
still played well against both.
Both competitions were
very strong and competitive for
the Vikings, but in the matches
against Dubuque, the Vikings
were able to come out on top
in straight sets. “Dubuque presented some challenges, but
we came out aggressive and
determined,” stated head coach
Steven Francour. Freshman
Cam Strawn proved the toughest in the matches against
Dubuque by not losing a single game against his opponent,
winning both sets with a score
of 6-0. Overall, the rest of the
team performed very well and
only dropped, at most, three

games in each set, and more
often than not, dropped less
than that. Sophomore Evan
Oriel had the second best outcome on the team, beating his
opponent 6-2, 6-0. Junior Cade
Francuor defeated his opponent 6-1, 6-3 and had the same
results as sophomore Matt
Chan. Junior Connor Malone
won both of his sets 6-3, while
junior Aidan Delgad won with
a score of 6-1, 6-3. On the doubles side of the competition, the
Vikings played strongly against
Dubuque, with Maloney and
Francour pulling ahead of their
opponents 8-1. Chan and junior
Andrea Arrivella also played a
strong doubles match, winning
8-2. Delgado and Oriel followed
in suit and won 8-4. Although
the team shut out Dubuque, the
tougher competition came from
UW–Eau Claire.
The Vikings had a little
more trouble when it came to
the matches against UW–Eau
Claire. Having been a strong
team to play against previously, the only challenge facing the Vikings was meeting
UW–Eau Claire’s intensity and
effort. “Connor Maloney played
well against Eau Claire,” commented Coach Francour. “He
played at a high level against
a very good opponent, Zach
Janssen. He had chances in the

first set and kept his high level
of play throughout the match.”
Maloney fell to Janssen 7-6, 6-4.
“Even though he didn’t win,
his effort was outstanding,”
added Coach Francour. Strawn
showed potential as well in his
games, losing to his opponent
6-3, 6-1. In the doubles competition, Strawn and Arrivella preformed the best out of the three
doubles, but still fell to UW–Eau
Claire 8-4. Delgado and Chan
also had a prime opportunity to
pull ahead, but lost the match
against UW–Eau Claire 8-3.
With a win and loss under their
belts, the Vikings will continue
to move forward and look at
their next competition against
University of Wisconsin–La
Crosse.
Up until now, the season
has been going favorably for
the Vikings. The pace has been
exactly what they hoped for.
“Our work rate has been exceptional in practice and matches,” stated Coach Francour. “Our
goal is always to improve each
time on the court and get ready
for our end-of-season conference matches. These are our
goals whether we are playing
inside or out.” After the indoor
season, the Vikings will move
to outdoor courts where their
focus will also include consistency in matches and lon-

ger rallies that will become
imperative if the team wishes
to succeed. But for right now,
a main focus, in addition to
overall improvement, is staying healthy. Currently, there are
a couple of Vikings that are
injured and are still working
towards recovery. The competition against UW–La Crosse
will be extremely competitive
and will require a team that is
in good health. “La Crosse will
be an aggressive team and we
will need to match their intensity immediately,” commented
Coach Francour. With another
tough competition ahead, it will
be important for the Vikings
to aggressively rally back and
work hard to move forward
and improve, while also trying their best to grab recovery
between each match and stay
healthy. The La Crosse matches
will serve as another chance
to improve their game-play,
as well as an opportunity to
get ready for their conference
matches.
The Vikings will have a
home competition on Friday,
March 1, against UW–La Crosse.
The event will be held at the
Fox Cities Racquet Club and
will begin at 7 p.m. This match
will be their last home match
and second to last match before
Spring Break.

The Lawrence University Athletics Department welcomes
Coach Kim Falkenhagen as the new head volleyball coach!

STANDINGS
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC OVR
Grinnell
0-0
4-2
Cornell
0-0
4-3
Lawrence 0-0
4-3
Lake Forest 0-0
2-3
Illinois
0-0
1-3
Knox
0-0
1-3
St. Norbert 0-0
1-3
Ripon
0-0
0-2
Monmouth 0-0
0-3

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN
SPORTS THIS WEEK
Men’s Tennis
Mar. 1, 7 p.m.
Matches @ Fox Valley Racquet
Club
Men’s Tennis
Mar. 8, 7 p.m.
Matches @ Oshkosh YMCA
Tennis Center

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Champions of Change
Bubble Soccer
Mar. 2, 7:30 p.m.
Wellness Center Gym
Champions of Change
Dry Night @ the VR
Mar. 4, 7 p.m.

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Travelogues: Ireland with Ming Montgomery
Tashi Haig
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Lawrence’s 10-week terms are already intense,
yet senior Ming Montgomery went even further by
attending a 10-week conservatory-style term at the
Gaiety School of Acting in Dublin, Ireland. Not only
were Montgomery’s classes back-to-back from 8:40
in the morning until about 6:00 at night—unlike
most study abroad programs, Montgomery spent all
five days of the week attending the full-time classes.
Montgomery said, “Sometimes we had hour and
a half or three hour classes. It takes a lot of patience
to observe your fellow ensemble members working
doing a scene and getting notes and doing it again.”
Montgomery did add a small silver lining: “I guess
the nice payoff is you’re not writing as many papers,
but you are memorizing scripts for the next day and
making your own meals.”
At the Gaiety School of Acting, Montgomery had
the opportunity to pursue intense, conservatorystyle classes on clowning, improvisation, stage combat and much more. Along the way, Montgomery
noticed some marked differences between this conservatory-style teaching and Lawrence’s theatre
arts program. “The theatre department at Lawrence
is very holistic in that they want their students to
get in touch for the scene shop and working on the
set or the costumes, and so you have knowledge of
all these things in case that might be helpful in the
future for your career, whereas acting school is very
much so for conservatory set up [...] they train you in
the mind set of an actor,” Montgomery said.
Examples of this were to be seen in the way
classes were taught: “We had a class called stagecraft,” she explained, “in which you learn how to
conduct yourself as an actor [and] who to approach
when you have questions [...] you get to know the
jobs and the descriptions of each job and how a
rehearsal would be run, what you do during tech
week and then how to act in various performance

Senior Ming Montgomery.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

spaces. So it’s really catered towards the actor. In
tandem, the same teacher taught audition techniques, so how to approach auditioning and putting your best foot forward because you have three
minutes to prove your worth. Its intense and competitive, but it’s what I love to do,” Montgomery
concluded.
Despite this exhausting routine, Montgomery
did have a positive impression of life in Dublin and
an overall pleasant experience studying abroad.
Living in her apartment complex across from the
famous Guinness factory gave Montgomery the
chance to see many slices of life in Dublin. “It is
really a microcosm of international folks coming
from all over eastern Europe and even Asia as well,
there’s quite a few Japanese, Korean and Chinese
folks,” she said. “It’s busy, its hustling and bustling,

the city streets were made for horse and buggy and
they’re very narrow, so it’s quite alarming to see
double decker buses hitting those corners [...] people aren’t as considerate about moving to the other
side of the street [...] so it’s a lot of dodging and figuring that out.”
However, after the workday is over, Montgomery
experienced the more hospitable aspects of city life
in Ireland. “I’d say pub culture is super friendly—
people are there to have a good time and be social,”
Montgomery said. She also encouraged folks interested in visiting Ireland to “go to bars to chat people
up, because people have very interesting stories. As
an adopted person, it’s kind of amazing. I kind of
envy the amount of familial and long standing history that people have with the land, with their country
and with their surrounding people because it’s such

account of his genius. This became an important
point in the discussion: that we often extend forgiveness to “unstable” geniuses, especially men. One participant said, “Famous people often get the emboldening message that even if they do something problematic, they can still get work.”
While excusing problematic artists was not the
point of the discussion, certain time was devoted
to apparent vindications of artists. For the sake of
playing devil’s advocate, one point made was that
misogyny was simply the zeitgeist of Picasso’s time.
Is it really so much him specifically at fault, or society collectively?
Also, Professor Carlson noted that in her studies of artist biographies, it is difficult to find an
artist who doesn’t have something problematic
about them. Is it really practical, then, to limit our
consumption of art only to artists who we have
confirmed have clean records? The inevitability of
something problematic is especially prominent in
historical contexts. For example, Assistant Professor
of Art History Nancy Lin noted that the Chinese
emperor who commissioned the Terracotta Army
probably had a death toll in the hundreds of thousands.
What reasons might we have for continuing to

consume this kind of art? One participant noted that
“since Picasso is so central to the canon, people have
been conditioned to expect Picasso, and so educators keep giving them what they want.” Another
participant took this in the opposite way: “If everyone knows Picasso, isn’t that all the more of a reason
not to include him? The point of education is to show
people things they don’t know.”
Professor Carlson did not entirely agree with
this claim, saying “Research shows and my experience confirms that people learn best when you pick
them up starting at things they know.”
A few different approaches to mitigating harm
caused by a problematic artist were brought up. One
participant suggested placing plaques next to their
pieces in museums, with a disclaimer explaining the
content of their character. Another participant questioned the efficacy of this approach, saying “In that
case, you are placing a lot of trust in curators to have
morals that line up with yours.”
What do we make of the most intuitive approach
to such mitigation: simply removing troubling pieces
from galleries and teaching spaces? One participant considered the possibility of this doing more
harm than good. “A banned artist may create more
of a buzz, causing their art to reach an even greater

a small country.”
Aside from being sure to connect with the local
population, Montgomery had a few other words of
advice for hopeful visitors, starting with discouragement from acting on cringe-worthy stereotypes:
“Never say ‘Top O’ the mornin’—that’s something
they never like to hear,” she said. Montgomery also
reinforced that pub culture is quite friendly. She
said, “The Irish are very pleasant if you open up
to them first.” Montgomery also encouraged tourists not only to visit typical destinations but also to
explore the multitude of coastal towns and hidden
gems along the island.
Indeed, though Ireland may be a small island,
Montgomery found plenty to explore despite her
busy schedule. Classic destinations such as the
Giant’s Causeway, Cliffs of Moher and the Irish
countryside, where she visited an abbey famed for
its resident soap-making nuns, were some of her
favorite adventures. Montgomery also took a week
long excursion to Spain, as well as attended plays in
London and visited Stratford-upon-Avon. Closer to
home, Montgomery enjoyed the Bernard Shaw pub,
a much more “hip, alternative, young place” up the
street from her apartment, as well as visiting the
movie theater with fellow ensemble members and
observing the spectacle of Irish movie-goers. “The
cinema is a more social thing in Ireland I think [...]
people get really into the movie.”
Overall, Montgomery felt that adjusting to life in
Ireland was an easy transition, something she would
be happy to do again. “I think going into it I was just
open and ready to experience and learn,” she said,
“and I think being willing to be that ignorant sort of
American is really important because it really just
shows you the value of other cultures and what you
have to gain from living in that place [...] I think the
most shocking thing was coming back and normalizing again to the way we do things in the Midwest.”

Compelling Art, Problematic Artist
Peter Lagershausen
Staff Writer

_________________________________________________

On Feb. 21, members of the art faculty hosted a conversation piece titled “Compelling Art;
Problematic Artist.” Structured as a round table
discussion, the event sought to weigh the value of a
piece of artwork against the character of the artist.
In light of the #MeToo movement, such a conversation is pertinent to the output of many artists
we consider ourselves consumers of. Indictments
of the characters of artists on account of various
forms of abuse have left many of us asking: Is it still
okay to consume their artistic output? What does it
say about me if I do? How should we treat their art
going forward?
One artist in particular was a central talking point: Pablo Picasso. Associate Professor of
Art History Elizabeth Carlson provoked discussion
by opening the event with a clip from comedian
Hannah Gadsby’s “Nanette,” in which Gadsby drew
upon her background in art history to decry the
idolization of Picasso in the field despite his history
of misogyny.
Gadsby criticized the notion that Picasso is
somehow vindicated from his character flaws on

Fencing

continued from page 4
The entire team looked at each other, and everyone
goes, ‘Is that us?’ Our coach said, ‘Go up there!’ We
all scramble to zip up our jackets and the next thing
we know, here we are amidst the sea of red and
purple jackets—roughly 50 Ohio State fencers and
around 30 Northwestern girls. Since the award ceremony was over, everyone wanted a photo-op and
Lawrence was striking all the poses.”
Lawrence’s fencing team in general is a prime
example of how you can defy the odds. Sure, they
are still struggling with numbers, resources and only
having one coach, but it is the limited resources that
they do have, partnered with the love and support
that they have for each other, that will guide them to
even more success in the future.

audience,” they said. Another participant, however,
offered a compelling argument for this approach.
“When we are talking about our own tastes, there
is infinite space for art in our minds, so we aren’t
doing any harm by giving it a place there,” they said.
“But, in a museum, there is limited physical space in
the galleries. When we place problematic art there,
we are saying it takes priority over other art in the
competition for space.”
Furthermore, certain art is historically important despite the flaws of its creator. One participant
said, “Even if art contains imagery that suggests the
artist was a bad performance, it may depict important elements of history. If we ban it, we don’t get the
full historical context.”
Taking all these things into account, are we
allowed to just “not care” that an artist had a deeply
flawed character? One participant said that phrasing
your approach this way “demonstrates an unwillingness to dig into what the artist has done.” However,
this does not imply that we should shut out any
and all art that falls into this category. A participant
summed this up by saying “We have good in the
bad, and bad in the good. If you censor art, you stop
people from productively understanding the story
behind it and what the artist did.”

join
the lawrentian
as a writer or photographer.
We want your voice in our publication.
If interested, visit lawrentian.com/apply
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Faithful Retellings: Cynfor Lu
Katie Mueller
Columnist

_________________________________________________

While we’ve always been told not to bring up
money, politics or religion at the dinner table, sometimes it’s these subjects that can lead to the most
insightful discussions. Our perspectives on spirituality
and religion are as different as the backgrounds and
stories that we carry with us are. This column will
showcase students and their relationships with faith
and religion in hopes of celebrating the many ways
in which we philosophically, mindfully and spiritually
make sense of the world around us.
Junior Economics and English major, and my
friend, Cynfor Lu is a nonreligious person who is
widely influenced by religion. Throughout his three
years at Lawrence, Lu has encountered many different religious lifestyles, from traveling to Nepal and
living in a monastery learning about Buddhism, to
participating and attending Eccumencal Christian
Taize services through Lawrence’s Center for
Religious and Spiritual Life, Sabin House. As someone who does not affiliate himself with one religion, Lu has found many religious avenues that have
enriched his perspectives, as well as kept them open
to new ideas.
Lu never grew up with religious ideologies,
but he feels like that has actually helped him to be
more aware of religious ideas. Lu said, “I used to be
an atheist, but as I’ve learned more about religion,
I definitely feel like I lean more towards agnostic. I
didn’t think there used to be a difference but then I
looked it up one day and said ‘Oh, I like one of these
more than the other.’ There was never religion in my
household. I appreciate that now, because it’s like a
choose your own adventure for me. I can learn about
religions and see what aspects appeal to me. I don’t
have to practice one or the other, I can take bits and
pieces of things I learn from them and apply them
to my life.”
While Lu now finds value in exploring different religious ideologies, he did not always see it
this way. Lu stated, “Growing up, I just assumed all
my friends thought the same way as me about religion. But as I started meeting more religious people
and learning about their faith, I realized it’s not just
about belief, it’s a community. That is something I
occasionally wish I did have when I was younger.
The community aspect of religion seems like a very
unique experience. So it was definitely a conscious
decision of mine when I came to Lawrence that I

Karina Barajas

wanted to learn more about religious communities.
I think it would be wrong of me on my part to just
completely disregard religion even though I didn’t
grow up religious.”
Even though Lu considers himself agnostic, he
does hold to what he sees as his own sort of beliefs.
“I don’t believe there is a specific divine being,” he
said, “but there is some connecting force outside of
science’s scope that exists. It’s not necessarily tangible or identifiable, but there is something. For me,
it depends on the day as to whether I feel that force
or not. There are some days when I’m so caught up
in my own world that I don’t consider, but there
are days where I find myself thinking more about
my place here and the complexity of everything.

Junior Economics and English Major Cynfor Lu.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

Those are days where thing just don’t feel like pure
chance.”
Lu only feels his perspectives on religion widening as he gets older. Lu stated, “I've become more
open as time has gone on. I’d never describe myself
as a staunch atheist growing up, but I do think I saw
believing in something as sort of dumb. Honestly,
the 2016 election was a kind of catalyst in changing
how I view things. It made me consciously evaluate
how I feel about my understandings and my biases.
I realized that intolerance swings on both the left
and right side, and I started trying to address that
in my own life.”
With that conscious evaluation came Lu’s interest in engaging with spiritual life here on campus.
From his travels in Nepal with Religious Studies

Work It: RLAs and HRLAs

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Residence Life Advisors (RLAs) are some of the
first students incoming freshmen meet at Lawrence.
Some of their administrative duties include sitting at
the front desk, building community with residents
and directing students to on campus resources. They
also make bulletin boards and door decorations,
plan activities and events and have open hours. The
perks of being an RLA include having a single room
and getting to work with people. The schedule varies hall to hall.
Head Residence Life Advisors (HRLAs) have
extra administrative duties, which include mentoring new staff members in the fall term and working
with the hall director. RLAs have to apply with an
application and resume, have some references and
have an interview with hall directors.
Senior Jaime Gensler is an HRLA for Colman and
Brokaw Halls. One of his favorite parts of the job
is programming, which involves community building and getting people out of their rooms to branch
out and do things they would not normally do. On
Halloween, he had a program where residents could
make tie blankets and watch a movie.
He was an RLA sophomore year in Plantz, took
a break to become a Core Leader junior year and
became HRLA for Colman and Brokaw senior year.
He enjoys the everyday interactions and being able
to connect with and support students as best as he
can. He believes it is important to know campus
resources if he cannot help people directly. He works
two to twelve hours per week. In addition, he is a
writing tutor and content tutor for symbolic logic.

Gensler believes being a good listener is the most
important quality to have as an RLA.
Junior Ashlei Raifsnider is currently an RLA in
Colman and was in Plantz last year. She works four
to five hours per week. Her favorite part of the job
is building community, meeting new people and
doing creative things. For example, she knows one
RLA who spent $100 on ramen for a ramen expo.
Some programs she has done include making dog
toys, having pancakes in the lounge, making caramel
apples and showing movies.

Sage Hall Residence Life Advisor (RLA) Liam McDonald.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

In addition to being an RLA, Raifsnider is a
teacher’s assistant at Bridge’s Child’s Center off campus, a student worker at the library circulation desk,
a Volunteers in Tutoring at Lawrence (VITAL) Tutor
and a Lawrence Assistance Reaching Youth (LARY)
Buddy. She is president of Globe-Med and a member of Food Recovery and the Student Organization
for University Programming (SOUP). She would recommend this job especially to homebodies because
they can learn to socialize with people and gain
skills along the way, such as working as a team with

Professor Connie Kassor, and his participation with
Lawrence Taize services, Lu thinks it’s important
to try and understand religious views from both an
academic and a faith-based lens. He stated, “I think
there’s value in looking at religion through both academic and experiential perspectives. There’s definitely parts of Buddhism that I didn’t understand
as much when I was in Nepal because I was looking at it academically and not spiritually. But in my
experiences with Taize here on campus, I’ve realized
there are definitely parts of Christianity that I don’t
understand because I’ve just seen it and understood
it through media and popular culture.”
Lu traveled to Nepal over the D-term of his
sophmore year at Lawrence. In Nepal, Lu stayed at
a monastery, mediated daily and got familiar with
the lifestyle of the monks who called the monastery
their home. Lu explained the significance of this trip:
“It honestly gave me a lot of respect for Buddhist
monks. When you see these monks and learn about
all they’ve been through, their commitment is so
impressive. A lot of them are refugees from China
who just decide to dedicate their lives to this one
thing. That takes a lot of commitment and that’s
scary. That 100% investment in one lifestyle was so
impactful for me to learn about.”
Lu’s experiences with Taize have been just as
impactful. Taize is an open form of worship that’s
rooted in the Christian tradition and uses prayer,
mediation, chants and prose to create experiences
for anyone of potentially any faith to find sacred
moments within. Lu said, “I think I see Taize actually connecting a lot of ideas between Christianity
and Buddhism. Taize is important to me because
it’s about as close as I can come to experiencing the
community of going to church. I think I actually prefer Taize more so than simply meditating because
the services give me something to focus on and
repeat through chants. Having that constant focus
actually helps me to feel more meditative.”
Whether it comes to Lu’s travels in Nepal, or his
experiences with Taize, Lu continues to cultivate his
own perspectives on religion and as an agnostic, Lu
does see faith playing a large role in his life. Lu made
a point of this as he stated, “There is something to
faith that is irrational, and I think that’s okay. I do
have faith that there’s something we can’t explain.
Something that’s outside the scope of science. It
doesn’t necessarily control everything, but it connects people together. Maybe it’s just chance, maybe
I believe in chance. But there is some unidentifiable
force. Instead of overthinking it, I just accept it.”

your co-RLA. Raifsnider believes being an RLA is a
very fun job and something she feels strongly about.
If students enjoy going to programs and feel they
have ideas for programs and engaging the halls in
activities, the job is a good fit for them.
Junior Grace Kruger is an RLA in Ormsby. She
has been an RLA since fall term of 2018 and wishes
to continue being an RLA the rest of her time at
Lawrence. Kruger’s favorite part of the job is being
able to connect with and help people. In addition
to being an RLA, Kruger is a student worker at the
library circulation desk, participates in Lawrence
Inclusive Theatre, Melee Dance Troupe and was a
Trivia Master.
Some programs she has lead include “Mugs and
Hugs,” where residents decorated ceramic mugs,
make-your-own face scrub, a gum ball eating contest and teaching people on her floor to knit and crochet. She believes someone who wants to do this job
should be outgoing, a good listener, able to talk to
people and creative. Kruger is on duty once a week,
has open door hours and attends weekly staff meetings to discuss things going on in the hall. She thinks
the job is a good opportunity if it is something students are willing to work at.
Next year, the position will be renamed
Community Advisors (CA). Gensler, Raifsnider and
Kruger are excited about the new position, because
it will have student workers engage with 20 students on a more personal level. The pay and hours
are almost doubled, and the position has a bigger
focus on sub-communities. Gensler recommends the
CA position to everyone because it is nice to help
people out, and being paid to hang out with people
rather than sitting at a desk is a bonus.
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Trumpet recital enraptures crowd
Sam Goldbeck
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Saturday, Feb. 23, Amos
Egleston performed his junior
recital with the help of some other
talented performers. He performed
six pieces in a 45-minute exhibition.
The first piece was “The Four
Corners” by Devin Drobka played
by Egleston on trumpet with
assistance from sophomore Ali
Remondini on double bass. This

Lily Greene

was a pensive tune with a consistent bass rhythm, and Egleston
provided a haunting melody on
horn. The piece eventually faded
into silence with a small break
following, allowing junior cellist
Julian Bennett time to set up for the
next piece.
Sophomore Hannah Baron
joined in on cello for the next
piece, “Opposites: Andante I and
II” by Ronn Cox, and she really
took the crowd’s breath away with
her incredible performance. One

thing I appreciate about Egleston
is that he really gives his accompanying musicians their moments
in the spotlight, and Baron took
full advantage of hers. This was an
energetic piece where at one point,
Baron began to furiously slap her
cello with both her hand and bow
while also remaining technically
flawless throughout a thrilling
piece.
Next up was “La Mandolinata”
by Herman Bellstedt, a lovely and
melodic piece that Egleston per-

formed with fantastic assistance
on the piano by fifth-year Milou
de Meij. It felt like something out
of an old Hollywood movie. It was
easy to imagine this piece being the
main score to a classic film.
For the fifth performance
of the evening, Egleston brought
out sophomore trumpet player
Margaret Thompson to assist in
a couple of duets, one by Johann
Stamitz and the other by Pierre
Francois Clodomir. The two performers played very well off of each

other. For the last performance,
Egleston performed his own original piece entitled, “We Are All
Covered Green.” He was accompanied by Remondini on double bass
and sophomore Allie Goldman on
trombone. This really showed how
multitalented Egleston is, while at
the same time showcasing the talents of other musicians. It was a
great recital and one can only hope
Egleston’s senior recital is just as
good, if not better.

L.A. band performs for POC Empowerment Week

Staff Writer
______________________________________

On Thursday, Feb. 21, Alianza,
a student organization that
brings awareness to social and
political issues facing Latin@ students, hosted L.A.-based band Sin
Color in Warch Campus Center
in celebration of People of Color
Empowerment Week. Sin Color’s
lead singer, Crisia Regalado, is classically trained in opera and the
band combines her specific style
with the sounds of bossa nova,
cumbia, pop and disco to create
their own traditional, pop and
dance music. At their Lawrence
performance, the band switched
effortlessly between traditional
Spanish ballads and electronic
dance beats. They performed a few
covers, including Minnie Riperton’s
“Lovin’ You,” but stuck mainly to
their own unique songs.
Regalado stepped on stage
dressed in a monochromatic eclectic light blue bubblegum girl outfit.
Platform heels, space buns and a
shimmering shirt and skirt made
her the center of the room. The full
band was with her: drums and keyboard at the back with the bassist
and guitarist to the left and right
of the small stage. Introducing the
musicians halfway through the set,
Regalado also noted where each
person was from—El Salvador,
Puerto Rico, California and Mexico.
They are based out of south L.A.
now, but the influence of Latin pop
and traditional Latin music informs
a lot of their sound. The guitarist
played the electric guitar how one
would be expected to play a classical guitar—light and rhythmic and
very fun to watch. The rhythms
that the band achieved with their
danceable drum beats, fun synth
sounds and other percussion beats
made it hard not to tap your feet or
get up to dance.
Regalado’s opera background
is evident in her singing, and she

Wendell Leafstedt

Copy Editor
______________________________________

Have you ever made a collage? Collaging is a fun and enriching experience and it is easy to
get started. I think that collaging
is useful for confronting anxiety
about the sheer amount of stuff we
encounter all the time. When you
think about the amount of materials we generate, even at Lawrence,
from paintings to printed articles
to plastic bags, it is easy to feel
overwhelmed. I see collaging as a
way of responding to that feeling
by making something personally
meaningful out of materials that
have already been used for something else.

Sin Color performing to a packed crowd in Mead Witter.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

uses her large range to expand the
band’s genres even more. Her singing is expressive, done in Spanish
and occasionally English, and when
she has breaks in a song, she dances or steps to a small synth for
some instrumental jams. Her range
enables her to use her voice as different instruments, singing along
with the keyboard or guitar or adding “oos” and “ahs” I didn’t know a
human could do with their voice.
Several times during the show, I
saw audience members drop their
jaws at the strength and talent of

Regalado’s voice. Each member
was charming and passionate, and
in between songs, Regalado used
the break to tell the audience, “I
hope this music reminds you that
you’re amazing,” and told us that
taking breaks to experience things
like music is important.
After a pause at the end of the
show, Regalado said into the microphone, “This is when you’re supposed to chant ‘otra, otra!’” which
the whole room then started to
chant. The last song was a Cumbia
song, with a bit of a synth and

electronic flare to it. People finally
stood up to dance and the atmosphere was lively and wonderful,
with people stopping by to watch
and listen after hearing the music
echo throughout the building. After
a standing ovation, the audience
moved to look at the merchandise table or speak with the band
personally about how amazing
the show was. Right next door, the
Uncovered Art Show was going on,
so many people headed over to
support the student art. But five
minutes later, Regalado’s voice

could be heard through the walls as
she belted out an impromptu solo
after-show for a smaller audience.
The power of her voice amazed the
small crowd, and for a few minutes,
the group was speechless.
The band made it clear how
grateful they were to be here, even
in the harsh weather. They were
passionate and lively, talented and
kind. Sin Color can be found on
Spotify and Soundcloud and has a
social media presence on Facebook
and Instagram. Check them out!

Collage as a visual artist’s
technique is commonly traced back
to the early 20th century, and there
are some Victorian photo collages
that date back to the 1860s. For
about the last 150 years, people
have practiced collaging widely
and diversely using different
media, methods and philosophies,
exploring the way collaging blurs
the boundaries between visual art,
music and literature. It is easy to
see why something so interdisciplinary is popular at Lawrence.
Many students I know consider
collage to be an interest or hobby of
theirs. For example, at last week’s
student-organized
Uncovered
Art Show, many students showed

works with collage elements and
influences. Artist Tshab Her, whose
painting and fiber art is featured
in the Wriston Galleries right now,
uses collage techniques in some of
her pieces.
Collaging is a great outlet for
stress and the barrier to entry is
so low. To get started, save your
old newspapers, photos, mail and
interesting trash, or go buy a stack
of old magazines at a thrift store.
Cut out images and words that
stick out to you then attach them
together somehow. Part of what’s
so fun about it is the unpredictability—you don’t always know
what will happen when you put
two things together. I enjoy laying

everything out and rearranging it
over and over to see what sorts
of connections form between the
materials. Junior Kate Martenis
said she likes “how simple it is to
change things. It’s really easy to
see what your piece will look like
once you tape everything down,
but it’s also the easiest thing in the
world to rearrange.” This kind of
flexibility combined with overall
affordability makes collage great
for students who are locked into
busy schedules and need a creative
release.
After making some collages,
you may start to feel that more
and more things in the world seem
like collages to you. Collages can

inspire new writing and research
directions and allow you to imagine all kinds of new possibilities.
Collaging with personal documents
and family photos is a powerful
way to process memories and emotions. Collaging with print media
frequently involves working with
advertisements and photos, which
is an opportunity to consider your
relationship to the media you consume. Fifth-year Meghan Murphy
said that collaging “gives me a
chance to have more agency over
the media I consume by giving me
space to question and reinterpret
common media narratives.” Give
collaging a shot and see what happens!

Why You Should Try Collaging
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
JEANETTE ADAMS

Milou de Meij

Staff Writer
______________________________________

“What can we do to help support women and non-conforming
folks? How can we change the
music world from a boy’s club to
a more inclusive and supportive
environment?”
These are the questions
that drive senior bassist Jeanette
Adams through all her various
musical roles. You can find her
doing almost everything including
teaching private lessons, playing
bass in orchestra and jazz ensembles, working on tech crew, interning at the Fox Valley Symphony
and running the popular Tiny Box
Series. Passionate about building
supportive communities through
music and empowering spaces for
marginalized voices to be heard,
Adams brings this philosophy of
inclusivity into every role she has.
“The music world is not very
diverse right now,” explained
Adams. “I want to use my position
as a female bass player to help
other girls and non-conforming
folks realize their potential in this
field.”
For Adams, this passion
for inclusive community building through music can be traced
right back to the beginning of her
musical roots. She began playing the bass in fifth grade so she
could hang out with her friends in
orchestra. In eighth grade, however, music began to become a more
serious thing, and her family ended
up relocating to a bigger city where
Adams could have more musical
opportunities and actually take private lessons. Encouraged to continue, Adams became involved in

Emily Austin

anything that needed a bass player,
from jazz ensembles to her city
orchestra.
However,
despite
having access to more opportunities, things were not always easy.
“Growing up, I was the only female
musician and often the only bass
player. It was definitely a source of
teasing that made me want to quit.
I felt out of place for so long.”
Things changed, though,
when Adams came to Lawrence
University. While at first she didn’t
think she was good enough to try
for a performance degree, it was
her parents who encouraged her to
audition. Once at Lawrence, Adams
was struck by the supportive community of the bass studio, which
she credits to the kind understanding of Associate Professor of Music
and teacher of string bass Mark
Urness, and the fact that half the
bass studio is female.
Now with her own small studio, Adams hopes to give back in
the same way.
“I have two female bass students and all I want is to help them
realize they are capable, and that
nothing anyone can say can change
that,” Adams emphasized.
Next year, Adams will be serving as a music teacher at various
Title I schools in Roaring Fork
Valley, Colorado, through the
ArtistYear program. Affiliated with
AmeriCorps, this program places
arts graduates from a variety of
disciplines at low-income schools
in order to ensure all students’
equal and public access to an arts
education.
You can catch Adams in her
upcoming senior recital on March
30 at 3 p.m. in Harper Hall.

Photo by Taylor Blackson.

World Music Series: Sonic Meditations

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Monday, Feb. 25, marked the
last World Music Series event of
Winter Term and it definitely did
not disappoint. The stream of freshmen that were required to be at the
concert on the first day of ninth
week entered the Chapel warily,
having left their work behind, but
left happier than before and with
a unique experience. Along with
the freshmen, many conservatory
students from all years and faculty
awaited the Fifth House Ensemble
performance excitedly, knowing
what was in store.
Fifth House Ensemble is a
Chicago-based chamber music
group that reaches beyond the tra-

ditionally perceived limits of classical music. They do much more
than perform, playing a large role
in the Chicago community through
education and civic programs,
as well as engaging with theater
groups, schools, corporate innovators and even video game designers through their wide reach. On
Monday night, the group presented
a brand new collaboration with
the Tuvan throat-singing ensemble, Alash. The concert delved into
storytelling through music, meditation and deep listening and used
mediums such as audience participation, documentary film, photographs and newly commissioned
pieces as well as traditional Tuvan
songs to engage their audience.
Throat singers have made it to

the Lawrence World Music Series
concerts before and I remember
a few during my own freshman
year. Nothing compared, though, to
the clarity and resonance of Alash,
a group of three Tuvan men the
Fifth House Ensemble had spent
the summer travelling and playing with in their home country.
Bady-Dorzhu Ondar, Ayan-ool Sam
and Ayan Shirizhik were dressed
in traditional Tuvan garb and took
turns throat singing and playing
different instruments such as the
igil, an ancestor of the cello, as well
as the doshpuluur, a guitar-like
instrument with three strings, and
the kengirge, a large drum, to name
a few. The Fifth House Ensemble
surrounded them, blending their
Western instruments beautifully

with the Tuvan sound.
One of my favorites was a piece
that told the story of two sisters
embodied in two parallel rivers
running through the Tuvan countryside. According to Tuvan myth,
all natural things have spirits that
must be honored, and the sisters in
this song were represented by the
music of these rivers. The concert
was full of new music works as
well, featuring two main commissioned pieces. The first, called “The
Amphibian,” told another folk tale
through narration and instrumental personifications and accents.
The story of a frog at the bottom
of a well is common among many
cultures worldwide and the piece
aptly wove together music, nature
and animals to depict it in a Tuvan

way. The second commissioned
piece, “Knuckle Duels,” was written
by a video game music composer
who combined a traditional Tuvan
game using sheep’s knuckles and
the multicultural group of instrumentalists to bring it to life. Two
students were called up from the
audience to participate, and the
ensemble was divided into two
teams accordingly, playing along
with the game itself.
While these ensembles hailed
from incredibly different backgrounds both musically and culturally, when combined, the two
sounded seamless. Obviously, their
talent and dedication to the project
paid off.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Thank you, Bon Appétit staff!
As the 2018-19 news cycle draws to a close, The Lawrentian Editorial Board used our last meeting to
reflect on the types of stances we took on as a group over the past year. During such a politically-charged and
volatile period of time, we have often used the staff editorial to view both on- and off-campus happenings
through a critical—and frequently negative—lens. Contrastingly, we would like to use our final iteration of
this platform to express our gratitude for all of the good in our Lawrence community; particularly, we would
like to thank the staff of Bon Appétit for their hard work and for brightening our days over this past year.
Winter Term has never been a favorite for most Lawrence students, but this year has been especially
tough, with weather conditions that most of us did not dare trek into. While many of us stayed holed up in
our rooms, a few Bon Appétit workers braved the storm in order to ensure our health and safety. Op-Ed Editor
Cassie Gitkin fondly recalled talking to Stanley about the Polar Vortex when it wreaked havoc on our campus
earlier this term, and News Editor Allegra Taylor loves getting ice cream from Stanley because he always gives
extra big scoops. Even though the staff had to commute back and forth between campus and their homes in
the surrounding area, they still made sure to check in with many of us to make sure we were staying safe in
the cold. Every day, these same Bon Appétit staff members work long hours under demanding conditions, but
still project positivity onto all who interact with them.
It is hard to summarize the collective good this wonderful group of people has brought to our community.
Variety Editor Claire Zimmerman was nearly brought to tears when Julie bought a bag of dog food and Deb
bought a bag of treats for Zimmerman’s service dog in training. Deb told Zimmerman that the staff performed
these acts of kindness simply because they like to do nice things for people. Carolyn contributed her art to
a student-run art showcase recently. Distributions Manager Alex Dahl fondly recalled singing a Frank Zappa
song with Sue in the cafe. Copy Editor Max Craig mentioned that his go-to treatment for a sore throat is now
hot water with honey, on the advice of Deb. Editor-in-Chief Ali Shuger is particularly thankful for Pam, who
has often complimented The Lawrentian’s editors and writers on their work, and recently shared with Shuger
that she thinks the newspaper is better now than it ever has been.
The Bon Appétit staff is a large part of what makes this campus a community, and it is time that we tell
them how much we appreciate them. As we pass the torch over to a new staff, with some new and familiar
faces, we want to ask those who read this editorial find a Bon Appétit staff member who has brought some joy
to their life and thank them. It has been a pleasure putting together this paper for the past year, and we hope
you continue reading next term as our new staff takes over!

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin, at
lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication.
The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All
letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more
than 350 words.

Movies are stupid
Simone Levy
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The Oscars just happened, and
you bet I have something to say
about them. Actually, I do not have
anything to say about the Oscars in
particular. I just do not like movies.* Movies are stupid and bad.
Fight me on this. You will probably
win. But this is my article, and I
think movies are dumb. Here are
reasons I think movies are dumb:
Movies are time consuming.
Do you know all of the things you
could do if you were not spending
time watching movies? You could
do so many things. You could take
a walk outside and take pictures
of birds and then text the pictures
to your dad and say “Dad, are you
proud of me? I took pictures of
birds!” And he will be like, “Yes, I
am so proud of you, Simone. Keep
up the good work.” I would not
have that affirmation from my
father if I had watched a movie
instead. Instead of spending time
watching movies and effectively
wasting your life, you could go to
a pumpkin patch and have a good
time with pumpkins. Side note:
Pumpkin patches should be yearround. I am not dumb and I know
that pumpkins are annuals and
have a growing season, but I think
that with the amount of innovation
happening in the sciences, there
would be no problem manufacturing an artificial environment for
pumpkins to grow in no matter the
season. Pumpkin patches are possibly the most fun things on earth.
They smell amazing —a natural
mixture of dirt and hay and rotting

squash. And they are picturesque
and wholesome. They are the exact
opposite of movies. Movies are
dumb, and pumpkin patches are
fun. Instead of watching movies,
you could have fun in a pumpkin
patch.
Movies cause bladder problems. I am sure this has happened
to all of us. You are watching a
movie in a theater when suddenly,
the liter of Diet Coke you previously
ingested begins to weigh heavily on
your pelvis. Your bladder expands
in a balloon-ish way, accommodating the urine your kidneys filter.
But enough is enough, and your
bladder fills up all the way and you
have to pee like you have never
peed in your life. But you cannot
possibly miss the movie you are so
invested in, and so you hold it. You
develop a urinary tract infection,
or maybe even a bladder infection
because of this, and life sucks for
you for the next couple of weeks.
If you were not watching a movie,
you would not have a UTI. It is as
simple as that. Movies cause bladder infections and urinary tract
infections, and that is the gospel
truth.
Think of the kind of people
who are obsessed with movies. Do
you want to be like them? Do you
actually care about cinematography and scenes and shots and all of
that crap? It is wasteful. Pick up a
real personality trait, like an interest in tarantulas or something fun.
*There are two exceptions:
Kung Fu Panda 3 and Ocean’s
Eleven. These are the only good
movies. Every other movie is bad.

Do something: a reflection on communities
How responsible is a person
for the lives around them? If we
no longer live in a “dog-eat-dog
world,” then people should be able
to entrust those around them to
not only abstain from hurting them
but also to help them in times of
need.
Back in Neanderthal times,
humans had already figured out
the importance of building relationships through communities
in order to distinguish those who
wish to harm you and those who
you can rely upon, which was
highly important when so many
people did not yet have a way
to vent their feelings like people
on Facebook nowadays, who can
complain in a five-paragraph rant
about how their day was ruined by
the Starbucks barista misspelling
their name.
Once a person belongs to a
community, they become part of
a network of safety often shared
through a common culture.
Lawrentians already belong to
many communities before they
come to Lawrence and create new
social groups. Although the geography has changed, in your new
group of friends you know based
on past experiences that within
this community, you can expect to
find reliable colleagues who you
can count on in times of struggle.
For a Lawrentian, times of struggle
in which you need the support of

your friends may involve venting
about certain professors and their
assigned workloads, lamenting
that BARN never happened, eating
lots and lots of carbs and possibly
taking in conspicuous amounts of
alcohol.
These times of great despair
may be hard for people outside of
Lawrence to understand as times
when one needs the support of
their community. But our friends
on campus help us maintain mental health; they make sure we leave
our rooms, and they occasionally
help feed us when we run out of
Cul Cash.
Although the power of the
Lawrence bubble is a force to be
reckoned with, Lawrence students
also belong to the community of
Appleton.
I was reminded of this when
I heard from a friend who witnessed the disastrous car pileup
on southbound I-41 that occurred
this past weekend. Due to heavy ice
formation and whiteout conditions
making the road almost impossible
to see, a semi and two smaller cars
slid across the highway, causing
nearly one hundred cars going at
least 60 miles per hour behind
them to pile up in a catastrophic
accident.
This horrific accident reminded me of PSA announcements I
watched in high school during my
drivers education classes. The clips

chosen for our class were typically (for some unknown reason)
from Australia, who has a particular zeal for exceptionally graphic
commercials about safe driving.
I remember being so bored and
joking around with the other kids
in class about one commercial in
particular, in which a huge semi
carrying a load of stripped tree
trunks suddenly swerved, causing
the cargo to come tumbling out
across the road and causing a huge
accident. The actors in the commercial were extremely over dramatic and everyone, including our
teacher, would occasionally chuckle as a (very obviously ketchup
smothered) bleeding actor would
scream hysterically and wave their
arms around like a crazy person
instead of trying to take their seat
buckle off and run from the oncoming vehicles.
Watching those PSA video
clips and laughing about how outdated and over dramatic they were
made the scenes seem less real and
definitely less relatable to my own
life as a driver. But as I saw the
clips posted online from the crash
that happened outside of Appleton,
I was struck by the similarity. Cars
were piled up almost as if a giant
infant had come to play with their
toy cars and then had left them
scattered and crumpled together.
People were huddled together
in groups with their heads bent in

grief, and others were still in shock.
The oncoming traffic slowed down
incredibly, and many videos made
of this horrendous event show the
horror on the faces of people driving by.
I remember watching a specific clip and being upset at one of
the onlookers, who had stopped
their car and was trying to climb
on top of the concrete meridian
in order to get a better angle from
which to film with their phone. I
was upset because I did not want
them to just stand there gawking
and taking videos, I wanted them
to do something.
And that feeling made me
quite reflective on what my reactions would have been I had been
a direct witness of this accident.
Who am I to judge this person
documenting such an event when
I probably would not have even
stopped my car? My introspection made me wonder how much
responsibility I feel for the lives
of those around me within the
Appleton community. If this accident had happened right off campus and had involved numerous
students everyone at Lawrence
would have risen together to help
support those involved in the accident. I know I would have.
The Appleton community
is full of many wonderful people
more than willing to help a perfect stranger, as exemplified by the

many volunteers who helped get
blankets and shelter for those in
the accident who were not injured.
One could argue the Appleton community is so big that any increased
aid from Lawrence would probably
not make much of a difference.
But I do not think that is the
point. If Lawrence were to experience a school shooting, I know
for a fact Appleton would pull
itself around our campus and help
us to heal and give us whatever
resources we would need during
that time. Therefore, I think we
students of Lawrence should pull
ourselves out of the Lawrence bubble at times and help give back to
our larger community that supports us, because that is the right
thing to do.
To the families of those who
passed away in this accident, I offer
my sincerest condolences, and to
those who bravely stepped up and
stepped into that accident scene
to pull injured people out of their
mangled cars and into ambulances
my deepest gratitude. I may not be
trained in how to save a person’s
life medically, but I do know for
a fact that if everyone kept driving by and no one stopped to get
out and help these people before
the ambulances and police arrived,
that powerful sense of community
would vanish.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Size inclusivity
Olivia Omura
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Inclusive sizing has become
something of a buzzword recently.
With companies claiming to make
clothing “for ALL bodies,” consumers are left to wonder what really
constitutes inclusivity in sizing,
and why they should care.
If you have ever shopped for
women’s clothing, you’ll know
what I mean when I say the sizing is a nightmare. Jean and bra
shopping require a level of emotional fortitude that I can rarely
muster on my best days. If you are
straight-sized (up to 14-16 or XL
in US Women’s), you might recognize this type of situation. You may
have had tearful moments in the
dressing room, wondering why you
seem to be the only person in the
world who can’t pull off a certain
style, or thanking genetics for your
freakishly short legs as your pants
drag on the ground. Even without
the added stress of negative body
image, it can be downright impossible to find clothing that looks
acceptable.
Now consider the fact that you
can find clothing that fits you in
almost every store. It may not look
exactly how you want it to look,
but it covers your bits. For people
who wear larger than a 16, the
only options for clothing consist
of the small, sad plus-size section
(if it even exists) of a store with
mainly straight sizes, or one of the
few entirely plus-sized retailers.
The majority of these options stop
at a 24 or 3XL. People who wear
sizes larger than 3XL are forced to
buy their clothing in the few online
stores that cater to those sizes,
which are 64 times less numerous
than those who sell straight sizes.
In total, only 2.3% of women’s
clothing comes in any plus sizes at
all, according to the retail analytics
firm “Edited.”
At this point you may be
thinking, “OK, that sucks for them,
but why should I care?” And that
response is totally normal. When
the world is built for you and

Like us on
Facebook!
Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

“What do you want from me?
Why don’t you run from me? [...] I
want to end me.” These are just a
few lines from the new song written by Billie Eilish called “Bury a
Friend.” Eilish is only 18 years old
but appears to already know one of
the ways in which to make it big in
any artistic industry. Embody the
suffering artist, embrace the “darkness of your soul,” so to speak, and
make it into genius. For a very long
time, we have been sold the suffering artist story, from the rock stars
who sing about abusing drugs,

people like you, there is often no
pressing reason to question the
status quo. But since the majority
of people in the US wear plus-sizes,
now is the time to get vocal about
this and many other forms of social
inequality against people in larger
bodies.
Access to clothing is a political issue. If someone cannot find
professional clothing in their size,
it limits their ability to work in
certain jobs. If athletic clothing or
swimwear is not made to accommodate their bodies, they cannot participate in physical activity. Even something as simple and
necessary as shoes are not always
available in varying widths. And
even when these items are available, consumers are forced to pay
more for them, since retailers know
they have fewer options to choose
from. For those at the far end of the
plus spectrum, they may even need
to have clothing handmade, further
raising the cost.
So what can you, as a straightsized person, do to help solve this
inclusivity issue? For one, stop
shopping at retailers that only sell
straight sizes. You might be surprised at how limited your options
become, but your plus-sized
friends will thank you when your
next shopping trip rolls around. Be
critical of brands that claim to be
size-inclusive: Do their sizes stop
at a 2XL? Are they using models of
all sizes? Is it just a marketing ploy
or a legitimate attempt to serve a
wider market?
At the end of the day, retailers
could make way more money if
they opened up their size range to
the under-served market. It is only
the fear and dislike of larger people representing their brands that
keep them from selling plus sizes.
But fat people are not going to disappear, and they deserve to wear
clothing that is affordable and wellfitting. No matter your size, we can
all do something to fight the lack of
inclusivity and representation in
mainstream clothing brands.

/Lawrentian

Sorry, but Fruit Gushers are water now
Dan Meyer

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

As someone who gets bullied
by teens on a regular basis, I am
keyed in to the hip youthful trends
of today. My experience in the teen
scene, coupled with a truly reckless degree of self-confidence, has
allowed me to stumble upon truths
that are otherwise overlooked.
Scientists can weigh test tubes and
spit on plants as much as they
want, but their methods will never
clue them in to the fact that all
teens, as a monolithic population,
hate the environment. The planet
has simply lost the hip sheen it
once wore like a badge of honor.
The fact that all teens view
the planet as an extension of their
uncool stepdad should come as
no surprise to anyone. Although
the planet was one of the coolest
things a teen could get their hands
on in the ‘60s, Earth—like practically everything else that was hip
at the time—has steadily declined
in popularity since the invention
of the Internet. In a survey conducted by me from the window
of a moving car, most teens are
so indifferent to the planet today
that they would ignore a man yelling “WHAT ABOUT EARTH” from
a 2000 Honda Accord. Truly disheartening.
With the blame solely resting
on teens for the gradual destruction of the environment, we adults
are left with one question: How can
we make Earth cool again? Failing
that, how can we make environmentalism rad with the Teens of
Today?
There are many methods used
by teens to desecrate this big trash
heap of ours, but the most popular
method I witnessed in my extensive research was water waste. As
teens bullied me day in and day
out, I noticed that most of them
loved throwing water balloons
even more than they enjoyed vaping in my direction or dancing at
me. Despite my feeble cries and
attempts to reach them by sitting
backwards in a chair, I was subjected to a barrage of hundreds
of water balloons every minute.
Convincing teens to reduce their
water waste through hip marketing
is quite possibly our last chance to
save the environment before we
are rent asunder by a planet on its
knees.
I could fill my word count by
inserting several rhetorical questions here like any good desperate Lawrentian has for a paper
nearing its deadline. I could act

as if I have no solution to this
solely teen-induced global warming, but my irrational confidence
tells me that I have an answer to
all problems. I also fear that asking
questions would leave an opportunity for teens to roast me on the
social medias, and my heart simply
cannot take another day of getting dragged. Fellow elderfolk, we
need to make conservation cool by
bringing back the most rad brand
of all time: Fruit Gushers.
At one point, Fruit Gushers
were the best option for anyone
hoping to turn their head into a
watermelon or bunch of grapes.
The current state of grocery stores
across the nation show that Fruit
Gushers are in higher demand
than they have ever been. My dad,
who totally works as the Big Boss
of Supply at the Grocery Store
Company, says that every grocery
store orders enough Fruit Gushers
to fill the entire store, from floor
to fluorescents. Despite this careful anticipation of market trends,
every store is subject to a daily
stampede of teens tearing through
the shelves and pillaging their supply. What you see on the shelves at
noon is the collection of leftover
stock the stores put out after their
Gusher supply is decimated. One of
the reasons that the brand is such
a hot commodity, in my opinion,
is that it has managed to avoid the
imposition of uncool messaging by
business adults.
Teens might be about as
dumb as any other segment of the
American population, but they will
never fall for any sort of Hip Adult
marketing strategy like new packaging or mascot messaging. Adding
a new flavor of Fruit Gusher that
supposedly represents a clean
environment will never fool those
gremlins. The best way to save the
world from the human forces on
the environment is to convince all
those water-wastin’ teens that the
only acceptable source of water is
their beloved Fruit Gusher.
Convincing teens at large that
the only usable “water” comes from
the liquid center of America’s favorite elongated hexagonal bipyramid
will no doubt have an immediate
effect on the environment. First
and foremost, it will prevent teens
from exposing their noxious fumes
to flora and fauna. Any adult with
lasting olfactory memories of middle school will immediately understand how such teen airspaces can
be lethal for a fragile ecosystem.
With all teens shuttered in their
homes, bent over a colorful workstation to extract liquid from the

Gushers, trees will be freed to grow
in the beautiful, uncontaminated
airspace found next to America’s
favorite factories and material processing plants. The intensive process of liquid extraction from Fruit
Gushers will also give teens more
to do, thereby reducing their ability
to litter or generally vandalize the
environment.
The added difficulty of obtaining “water” will force teens to limit
their water consumption, just as
the intensive process of making
marzipan forces adults to limit
the number of times they eat garbage in a given week. The Teens
of Today will be much less likely
to take their patented 80-minute
showers if they are forced to continually crack open handfuls of
Fruit Gushers to keep the water
supply going. The same principle
applies to their water balloon use.
Some of the lazier teens —i.e., all of
them—might even resort to throwing entire Gushers at me instead of
water balloons. This would provide
me with a much-appreciated snack
as I continued to scurry on to my
business deals in the Big City Rat
Race.
Some of you might be wondering what would happen to the
preexisting sources of water in the
rest of the world. Water is great for
us Wrinkléd Persons, so cutting off
the supply entirely would never
work. Teens can start using regular
water once they prove that they
can handle it on their twentieth
birthday.
Teens will be unwilling to
resort to Fruit Gushers Water if
they see an easier option available to them. I am no scientist,
but I think covering every major
body of water with a large tarp
could do the trick. Teens have a disproportionate amount of trouble
with identifying different kinds of
fabric until they reach adulthood,
so tasteful tarps might trick them
into thinking that someone has left
their extensive supply of linens
unattended.
Any old person worth their
dentures knows that teens are to
blame for every problem in society, and the slow-escaping death
rattle of the planet is no exception.
Clearly, humans aged 13-19 are
the sole cause of climate change,
and it is time for us, the oppressed
minority of humans aged 20-infinity, to take action. Fruit Gushers
need to be named the sole water
source for all teens and any other
act of environmental conservation
carried out on other fronts is a
complete waste of time.

Why is “healthy artist” so oxymoronic?
to the depressed comedian who
makes the world laugh because
they don’t, to the alcoholic artists
who don’t “paint as well” in recovery. Suffering is not just something that artists sometimes voice
through art —it becomes the artist
and the art. Depression, addiction
and addled brains, in general, are
seen as a requirement to be an
artist.
If this was an innate consequence of artists talking about
their struggles that would be all
well and good, but it’s not innate.
It causes us to not address the
problems with mental health in
our society. When Robin Williams

died, there was a lot of talk about
how sad it was to have lost someone so amazing, how awful that
he suffered so badly and took his
own life. But few people pointed
to the fact that we overwork ourselves and especially celebrities,
that we don’t have comprehensive
and well-equipped mental hospitals or that there are other people
committing suicide who needed
help they never got. It was a case of
suffering artist syndrome. Instead
of using it to spur ourselves to look
inward at the structure of our society and its penalization of mental
illness, we dismiss it as another
lonely creator who is destined to

meet an early grave.
I do not at all mean to say that
all suicides are entirely preventable or that no artist suffers. But
what I am saying is that people deal
with their discomfort around artists’ openness about mental illness
by dismissing it as simply something required of creative people.
Not every artist is depressed or
uses copious amounts of drugs,
just how not every drug user and
every depressed person creates
art. We shouldn’t write off their illnesses as necessary artistic quirks.
We should talk about how people
who need help might not get it and
how we can change that. Though

this may have actually at one point
sparked discussions, very few people actually seem to want to talk
about these things at this point
in time. Not every artist needs an
intervention and a talking-to about
their lyrics, and talking about mental health through such a medium
can make people feel less alone.
But at the end of the day, we should
also be aware that artists should
have to suffer for their art. And as
a society, there are definitely things
that need to be changed if an 18
year old pop star has demons she
wants to discuss through a music
video.
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Photo Poll

Taylor Blackson
Staff Photographer

What do you love about the Bon Appétit staff?
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Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
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Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“They’re always really nice to me and
miss me when I’m not there.”
—Ethan Mellema

“I like how they expanded their
commons hours.”
—Jacelynn Allen

“They’re all so spunky.”
—Samantha Torres

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
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—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“I like that they are extremely friendly
and they notice when I’m having a
bad day.”
—Meghan Murphy

“I like when they wear football jerseys
every time there’s a Packers game. It’s
very endearing.”
—Daphne Thomas
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“Beth.”
—Eli Ferrell
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